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ABSTRACT

Recent�developments�in�time-resolved�Particle�Tracking�Velocimetry�(4D-PTV)�consistently�improved�tracking�accu-

racy�and�robustness�by� introducing�predictive�algorithms�such�as�Shake-The-Box�(STB).�We�propose�a�generic�non-

dimensional�energy�function�to�predict�particle�positions�by�leveraging�additional�information�from�coherent�neigh-

bour�motions.�The�proposed�energy�function�is�a�combination�of�position�history,�neighbour�velocity�and�acceleration�
terms.�Coherent�neighbours�are�quantified�by�locally�utilising�Finite�Time�Lyapunov�Exponent�(FTLE)�as�an�objective�
Lagrangian�Coherent�Structure�(LCS)�diagnostic�method.�Synthetic�analysis�of�the�wake�behind�a�smooth�cylinder�at�
Reynolds�number�equal�to�3900�showed�that�the�optimal�solution�of�the�minimised�energy�function�could�be�modelled�
as�a�function�of�the�measurement�uncertainties.�The�model�was�assessed�with�the�2D�homogeneous�isotropic�turbulent�
flow�(HIT)�as�well�and�was�found�to�be�case�and�Reynolds�independent.�Results�of�the�4D-PTV�experimental�study�of�
the�same�wake�flow�configurations�are�reported.�We�compared�predicted�positions�with�the�optimised�final�positions�
of�STB.�It�was�found�that�the�generic�energy�function�succeeded�in�estimating�particle�positions�with�minimum�devi-

ation�to�the�optimised�positions�in�comparison�with�other�techniques.

1. Generic energy function minimisation

This paper discusses a parametric approach in time-resolved Particle Tracking Velocimetry (4D-
PTV) to obtain a generic particle position predictor function. In the classic 4D-PTV algorithms
such as Shake-The-Box (STB) (Schanz et al., 2016), predicted particle positions are given to the
optimisation process for further corrections. The optimisation can deal with slight deviations be-
tween the predicted position and the true position. However, the optimisation fails to find the
true position if the deviation is large enough to have multi-candidates for a single particle at tn+1.
This shows the importance of having an appropriate prediction applicable in different flow com-
plexities. The proposed idea is initiated by arguing that predictions in PTV techniques such as
polynomial and Wiener filter (Schanz et al., 2016) focus on a single particle individually, while this
single particle is not acting alone (Khojasteh, Yang, et al., 2021). The present study was designed
as a complementary function for 4D-PTV algorithms such as STB (Schanz et al., 2016) and KLPT
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a) 3D wake flow Reynolds 3900 b) 2D HIT Reynolds 3000
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Figure 1. Contour plots of the estimation error with respect to α′
1 and α′

2 weighting terms. The synthetic trajectories
were generated based on the 1st LPT challenge estimation errors. a) the 3D wake behind a cylinder at a Reynolds

number equal to 3900, b) 2D homogeneous isotropic turbulent flow at a Reynolds number equal to 3000

(Yang & Heitz, 2021). Khojasteh, Heitz, et al. (2021) showed that an energy function obtained from
three terms of position, velocity, and acceleration could significantly reduce the bias error caused
by the flow complexities compared with polynomial and Wiener filter predictors. However, an
estimated position in a real experiment needs to be optimised for both bias error and measure-
ment uncertainties. The derived energy function suggested by Khojasteh, Heitz, et al. (2021) has
dimensional terms (position, velocity, and acceleration) with equal weights to predict the particle
positions. In the present study, we defined weighting parameters to the energy function to reach
the minimum estimation bias error. The weighted energy function can be written as,

J =

History! "# $

(
1

n

n%

i=1

(Xi − yi)
2)+ α1(Ẋn − ẏn)

2

# $! "
Coherent velocity

+ α2(Ẍn − ÿn)
2

# $! "
Coherent acceleration

, (1)

where X is the estimated positions based on known y observations in time. α1 and α2 are dimen-
sional velocity and acceleration weights, respectively. The energy function contains three terms.
The first is the least mean square minimisation problem of the polynomial predictor based on the
history of particles. The second and the third terms are neighbouring coherent velocity and accel-
erations. Khojasteh, Heitz, et al. (2021) showed that coherent velocity and acceleration terms could
be computed by using Lagrangian Coherent Structures (LCS) to determine. Equal weights of α12

mean that the impact of the neighbouring coherent velocity is at the same level as the history of the
target particle. However, the particle history should be the most significant signal in the estimation
process. These terms can be non-dimensionalised based on turbulent integral scales as,
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where D is an integral length scale, and U a velocity reference. Therefore, the energy function will
become
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which can be simplified as,
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Two non-dimensional α′
1 and α′

2 weights determine how much velocity and acceleration signals
can constrain the overall energy function minimisation process. In equation 6, weight of the target
position history is directly linked with two α′

1 and α′
2 values. If both terms are set for any range

below one, the history is the most significant signal. We need to minimise the energy function
for finding the optimal solution for the predictor function. The minimisation process of J ′ starts

by solving
∂J ′

∂a
= 0. The optimal solution of the minimised energy function leads to a minimum

estimation error of the predictor function. We plot the RMS error in a range of α′ weights to find
the optimal solution.

2. Synthetic evaluation

Since a real experiment is associated with uncertainties and inaccuracies, it is crucial to have an
appropriate uncertainty estimation of each term in the energy function (see equation (6)). To this
end, we employed data reported by the 1st LPT challenge (Sciacchitano et al., 2021) as a reference
starting point to estimate inaccuracies that might be introduced into a predictor function. The 1st
LPT challenge assessed position estimation accuracy of six time-resolved tracking algorithms, in-
cluding the coherency based tracking (Khojasteh, Yang, et al., 2021) for particle densities from 0.05

to 0.2ppp. The non-dimensionalized position ϵX/D, velocity ϵẊ/U∞, and acceleration ϵẌ(U∞
2/D)

errors were employed to create the synthetic data at each particle density. As a result of the LPT
challenge, the averaged RMS position error was 0.005mm where the integral scale was D = 10 mm
at the density of 0.12ppp. The averaged velocity and acceleration error at the same density were
found to be 0.01 U∞ and 0.3U∞

2/D, respectively. This shows that the acceleration estimation has
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a) Increased position uncertainty b) Increased velocity uncertainty c) Increased acceleration uncertainty

Figure 2. Contour plots of the estimation error as a function of uncertainty levels. White arrows show the changing
direction of the optimal solution (i.e. minimum estimation error) by increasing each uncertainty term.

at least an order of magnitude higher estimation error than other terms. We introduced these er-
rors into the Lagrangian trajectories of 2D homogeneous isotropic turbulent and 3D cylinder wake
flow and then computed the correlation of the final estimation error and α′ weights. For such a
scenario, we can expect the optimal solution should have less α′

2 weight than α′
1. Figure 1 shows

the RMS prediction error based on two weighing parameters. Since the acceleration error is higher
than other terms in both synthetic data, the minimum error happens with relatively lower α′

2 val-
ues (i.e., α′

1/α
′
2 >> 1). Both weighting parameters are found to be significantly smaller than << 1.

This means that the history of the target particle with unit weight is the most valuable signal in
such a scenario. Comparing the error behaviour in 2D HIT and 3D cylinder wake flow cases shows
that both cases need similar weighting parameters and require α′

1/α
′
2 >> 1 with small weighting

magnitudes α′ << 1.

The result of the minimum energy function from two synthetic test cases suggests that the opti-
mal solution can be directly linked with uncertainty levels. Therefore, we designed three further
parametric test cases to determine the mentioned statement. As shown in Figure 2, we increased
the uncertainty level of each parameter solely while other terms are fixed to assess how the opti-
mal solution behaves with respect to three position, velocity, and acceleration uncertainties. The
optimal solution tends to linearly move away toward higher weighting magnitude with increased
position uncertainty (see Figure 2 a). If we fix the position uncertainty, the optimal solution rotates
with the same distance around the coordinate centre, depending on which parameter is increased
(see Figure 2 bc). As a result of this assessment, an appropriate estimation of three uncertainty
levels would provide enough information to set weighting parameters. On the other hand, we can
model the optimal solution by roughly estimating position, velocity, and acceleration uncertain-
ties by fitting a surface over the minimum α′

12 values. Therefore, we can set the weighting system
depending on the uncertainty level of each term.
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3. Experimental evaluation

An experimental study of the cylinder wake flow at Reynolds number equal to 3900 (same value
as the synthetic data) was performed. We designed an experimental setup with four cameras.
Four CMOS SpeedSense DANTEC cameras with a resolution of 1280 × 800 pixels and the max-
imum frequency of 3 kHz are empowered. Cameras are equipped with Nikon 105 mm lenses.
The first two cameras are positioned in backward light scattering, while the second two cam-
eras receive maximum intensity signal in forward scattering. The calibration error was lower
than 0.06 pixel and reduced to 0.04 after the volume self calibration. The volume of interest was
280 mm× 160 mm× 46 mm starting from roughly 4D downstream of the cylinder, knowing that
the vortex formation zone ends at 4D. The aperture was set at 11 to achieve 46 mm depth of fo-
cus. We used an LED system to illuminate this large volume. The seeding particles were Helium
Filled Soap Bubbles (HFSB) Scarano et al. (2015) resulting desired intensity signal with appropriate
particle size. However, bubbles are limited by three main factors in the wind tunnel experiments,
including generation rate, lifetime, and image glare points. We placed 50 bubble generator nozzles
with airfoil-shaped structures inside the wind tunnel chamber. The nozzles were far upstream of
the measurement section to ensure a sufficient number of bubbles were created, and the main flow
field was not disturbed by the existence of nozzles. The bubble lifetime is very short (less than
2 − 3 minutes) inside the wind tunnel, mainly because they explode by passing through honey-
comb layers. To overcome this issue, we injected bubbles inside the chamber for up to 5 minutes
when the wind tunnel is off before starting the acquisition. We found that particles larger than
three pixels create two glare points on two sides of the bubble. This requires more image treat-
ments before running the 4D-PTV algorithm to avoid false particle reconstruction. However, the
intensity of two glare points can diffuse and merge if the particle size is around two pixels. There-
fore, we adjusted the camera magnification to reach two particle pixel sizes on average to surpass
the glare point issue. One snapshot of the experiment is shown in Figure 3.b. Trajectory results of
the current experiment with superimposed vorticity iso-surfaces are shown in Figure 3.b.

To quantify the results of different schemes, we compared predictions with optimised positions
obtained from STB Davis. As a result of the experiment, STB managed to successfully build nearly
12000 particles as shown in Figure 3.b. Noisy particle reconstruction of four time steps was used
as an input of the prediction functions. We compared three techniques, Polynomial, Wiener filter,
and coherent predictors, with final optimised positions. The deviation of position estimated of
each technique is shown in Figure 3. The distribution shows that the coherent predictor has more
accurate estimations within 1 pixel deviation from the optimised positions. Position estimations
of Wiener filter and coherent predictors stay below 2.5 pixels deviation for nearly all particles. On
the contrary, the Polynomial predictor has maximum deviation with STB Davis.
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Figure 3. Experiment study of the cylinder wake flow at Reynolds 3900 with four cameras: a) Experiment normal pdf
results of particle position error in x direction of three predictors. Each predictor is compared with final optimised

positions of STB Davis; b) Side view of particle trajectories superimposed by vorticity iso-surfaces.

4. Conclusion

In the present study, we obtained a generic position predictor as a function of the measurement
uncertainties. We performed DNS synthetic analyses of the 3D wake behind a cylinder at Reynolds
number of 3900, and 2D homogeneous isotropic turbulent flow at a Reynolds number 3000. It
was found that the optimal solution of the predictor function is a case and Reynolds independent
model. We also used 4D-PTV experiment data to demonstrate that the generic energy function has
better estimation errors than recently available techniques.
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